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Chemical reactor network model parameters:

Industry status
• Supersonic transport (SST) aircraft are currently being designed
for different cruise Mach numbers and mission profiles
• No clean-sheet engine development programs for commercial
supersonic aircraft have been undertaken
• Clean-sheet designs might allow for more flexibility and use of
state-of-the art technology that can improve environmental
performance
Regulatory framework
• Environmental regulations for new supersonic transport aircraft
are currently lacking physical basis (i.e. based on Concorde
aircraft).

Aircraft, engine configuration and mission
The aerodynamic characteristics and
mission profile of the NASA Supersonic
Technology Concept Airplane (STCA)[1]
is used to determine the thrust
requirements for the propulsion
system

Noise modeling
Noise model development
Noise source modules
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• Quantify the environmental footprint of a clean-sheet engine
design relative to a derivative engine for a supersonic transport
aircraft.
• Create a roadmap for technology development to reduce the
environmental footprint of SST.
• Provide a physics-based approach for environmental regulations
for SST.

SAE ARP876 method
Emmerling method (FAA-RD-74-125)
Heidmann method (NASA CR-195480) with fan treatment (NASA CR202309)
Fink method (FAA RD-77-29) with HSR calibration (NASA/CR-2004-

213014)
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Noise propagation modules

Engine modeling
Modeling the donor engine (whose high-pressure components will be
reused in the derivative engine):
• Model CFM56-5B engine based on the ICAO emissions databank
• Model the CFM56-7B engine using the CFM56-5B core and validate
against ICAO data
NPSS model of CFM56-5B with
“TechInsertion” core

Method

• Jet mixing noise
• Combustor noise
• Fan broadband and tones (inlet and
discharge)
• Airframe noise
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Objectives

A network of perfectly stirred reactors to model the primary zone of
the combustor along with a plug flow reactor to model the
secondary zone of the combustor is built. The NOx emissions of the
combustor model is calibrated to the certification data of the donor
engine – CFM56-5B

•
•
•
•

Spherical spreading/characteristic impedance
Atmospheric absorption
Ground reflection and attenuation
Wing shielding module

Levels modules:

• Perceived noise level, tone corrected (PNLT)
• Effective perceived noise level (EPNL)

R2 law and characteristic impedance ratio
Exponential decay from source based on absorption coefficient
Chien-Soroka method
Maewaka method (copied shielding factors from STCA)
ICAO Annex 16 Environmental Protection Volume I: Aircraft noise
App. 2-13
ICAO Annex 16 Environmental Protection Volume I: Aircraft noise
App. 2-13

Comparison with NASA STCA ANOPP Noise Assessment:

Use CFM56-5B core to model
CFM56-7B engine

Overview
Given an aircraft configuration, mission profile and engine
configuration, the Emission Indices (EI) and the Effective Perceived
Noise Level (EPNL) are determined in 4 steps as shown
• Mission analysis: determining propulsion system requirements
using Stanford University Aerospace Vehicle Environment (SUAVE)
• Engine modeling: determining relevant engine parameters using
Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) and a preliminary
turbomachinery design tool
• Emission modeling: using a reactor network model to estimate EI
• Noise modeling: calculating EPNL by noise source modeling and
static-to-flight noise projection in pyNA.

RMS error between NPSS
model and EDB data = 2%

Fan

RMS error between NPSS
model and EDB data = 3%

Engine Emission
Data Base (EDB)
data uncertainty*
1. Fuel flow: ±2%
2. Engine thrust**:
±1% at rated thrust,
±5% at lowest setting

derivative engine cross-section

Low-pressure spool

PNLT comparison with
NASA STCA ANOPP
Noise Assessment for
jet mixing noise:

High-pressure spool

Accomplishments

donor engine cross-section

Modeling the derivative engine:
• Fix high pressure component scalars and bleed fractions to the
donor engine values
• Modify the low pressure spool by removing the LPC and adding a
mixer and a convergent divergent nozzle
• Engine is sized at different critical points in mission: sea-level
static, transonic acceleration, end of acceleration and cruise

•
•
•

Developed a derivative engine design to meet the mission
requirements of the STCA aircraft
Developed a combustor emissions model that has been validated
against ICAO EDB data for NOx emissions
Developed a noise modeling framework and validated it using the
NASA assessment of the STCA

Future Work

1. Analyze and compare the performance of derivative and cleansheet engine designs
2. Quantify the sensitivities of environmental footprint (noise and
emissions) to engine design parameters
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